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Starting our five-day trek from Cambodia’s 
second city, Siem Reap, we’re thrown straight 
into a rider’s worst nightmare: Thousands of 
Twist ’n’ Go scooters, tuk-tuks, cars, and vans 
that double as buses are smarming around. 
Pedestrians who class themselves as either 
indestructible or suicidal walk freely on the 
road to get to the bustling markets. Even 
red traffic lights seem to mean nothing. 
Surprisingly, we slip through the madness 
unharmed and keep going until the 
tarmac deteriorates into a red dirt track.

Off the main road and away from the 
helmetless families of six somehow 
crammed onto scooters intended for 
two, we’re faced with a new series of 
challenges: Dodging oxen pulling carts 
laden with locals; skinny white cows 
that have a tendency to sit down 
right in our path; and countless dogs, 
chickens and cats darting across at 
the most inconvenient moments. 
Potholes are the size of small craters 
and huge piles of gravel appear on 
the road without warning. 

We wind in and out of small 

It ’s only 9 a.m. and already 29ºC.  

I ’m dripping with sweat and I think, 

“Do I really need to put all this gear 

on?” Of course I do, Cambodia’s roads 

aren’t exactly the safest places. With 

numerous potholes and an abundance 

of animals prone to dar ting out, the 

main rule is “There are No Rules.”  

We finish our breakfast of pork and 

rice and get kitted up.

Laura rode with Ride Expeditions Co. Ltd. on a Cambodian tour they call the  
“Cardamom Mountain Explorer.” Here they are en route to the Cardamoms.   
RideExpeditions.com62 January/February 2016
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farming villages where women wade knee deep in lush 
green paddies and children run out waving frantically, shouting 

“Hallo!” and making us feel every bit the celebrities.
Time to stop for a typical Khmer lunch of lok lak (beef in a sauce 

served with rice and an egg) in the town of Sisophon. The restaurant 
is essentially a sorry-looking wooden shack with chairs and tables of the 

red plastic kind you’d associate with pre-school. Despite this, the people are 
inviting and the food is delicious. We wash it down with a coconut that one of 

the “waiters” hacked down from a nearby tree.
The closer we get to Pailin, the more beautiful the terrain. Near the foot of the 

breathtaking Cardamom mountain range, known for being unknown, the pyramid-
shaped expanse of pristine rain forest envelops most of Southeast Asia’s wilderness. 

We snake through the habitats of Asian elephants, tigers and Siamese crocodiles to battle 
tough hill climbs. I imagine falling off and being savaged by some mutant tarantula or 

swallowed by a 12-foot cobra. Turns out I do get attacked, not by some vicious creature but 
by thorny vines and stray branches. No rest for the wicked, we eventually cross a rickety bridge 

made from battered wood planks—a 10-foot drop into a ravine on both sides and this is our only 
way across. Heart pounding and wrist aching from working the throttle, I go with the “don’t look down” 

approach and plough across the bridge before I have a chance to think about what I’m doing. 
Our destination is a quaint guesthouse where we gaze upon the beautiful backdrop of Cambodia’s finest 

offerings: Seemingly endless horizons, meandering rivers and thick, mountainous jungle.
Today we hit sticky land. “Why do you call it that?” I stupidly ask just before I see the mud. Finding a balance 

between, well, balance and speed is a struggle. Go too fast, I get thrown off. Go too slow and I bog down in the 

by Laura O’Brien
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thick, wet goo. We have the occasional fall but make it out 
alive and are thankful for the almost-smooth gravel roads 
winding up through the mountains ahead.

I’d read about the millions of still functioning, undiscov-
ered landmines that litter Cambodia, a constant reminder of 
the cruel rule of the Khmer Rouge who inflicted decades of 
devastation on this country. I feel a weird mixture of anxiety 
and gratitude as we ride past military groups with metal 
detectors, carrying out ongoing landmine searches. Anxiety 
that this still goes on, but gratitude that the problem is 
slowly being eradicated, and that I’ve never had to live in 
such terrifying times. A strange world in binary opposi-
tion—the beautiful scenery of endless foliage, mountainous 
peaks and clear blue skies masking the potential destruction 
lurking below.

Arriving in the small mountain village of Osaom, the 
delighted locals welcome us into their traditional stilt homes 
while showing us an “esky”  full of cold beer. I’m in awe of 
the generosity we encounter from people who seem to 
have so little. They put on a banquet where endless plates 
of different meats and vegetables are handed to us with 
huge bowls of rice. Once again the food is out of this world. 
We spend the night communicating through hand gestures 

and mimes until Chim, one of the local farmers, brings out a 
bottle of locally brewed rice wine mixed with cobra blood(!). 
Not my favorite drink, but at least I can say I tried it. 
It also ensures the conversation goes on until the early hours.

Today we climb farther into the mountains on a road 
the Chinese built to accommodate traffic to and from 
their controversial projects in the Areng Valley. The Chong, 
who’ve lived in this area for over 600 years, are now facing 
an end to their simple way of life. The government believes 
dams are needed to generate more electricity. One of the 
big costs will be in relocating the Chongs to an unknown 
area, as their lands and homes will be destroyed (along with 
extinction of an estimated 30 species). Riding through the 
breathtaking landscape I can’t imagine such a wonderful 
place will disappear. Men and women float along the river 
in old wooden boats, fishing for their daily meals. Monks 
meditate by sacred ruins. All around there’s a great sense of 
community spirit that’s long been forgotten in our modern 
western society. To destroy such a harmonious life would be 
too much of a loss.

I’m famished as we arrive in Koh Kong, just next to the 
Thai border. “Lady-sir, want some food? Want some drink?” 
are the magical words we’re dying to hear. The Khmer lady 
who owns the establishment is very friendly and constantly 
fills our cups with fresh, cold tea. A man comes by whose 
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legs were lost to a landmine accident; once again I’m presented with the 
cruelty the Khmer Rouge perpetrated upon their nation. Wanting no pity 
or charity, he hands us a piece of paper that explains he cannot speak 
English and earns money to provide for his family by selling books. 
There are no benefits or welfare systems here, no way of surviving 
unless you work. There’s a huge smile on his face as we all buy his 
books and get him some food. He sits with us and the joy on his face 
breaks me. I realize just how lucky I am to be here, to be doing this, 
to meet these incredible people whose souls cannot be crushed.

Rising early, we’re ready to tackle the Old Smugglers Trail. We’ve 
been excitedly talking about this for days, so we fuel up on a big 
breakfast and are raring to go. We knew it would be a challenge 
and, boy, does it live up to expectations. The hills are steep and 
relentless, yet we keep pushing through, constantly swerving 
around huge boulders and deep ruts that litter the barely paved 
road. Overhead bamboo shoots threaten to knock us off if we 
lose concentration. Exhausted but with huge smiles, we make 
it to Chiphat. Barely able to keep my eyes open, I find the 
nearest hammock and pass out.

No need to set an alarm, cockerels clucking and pigs 
grunting are enough to wake us. I grab a quick stroll around 
the village, taking in the sights that have become quite the 
norm to me now: Children making the most of the great 
outdoors, splashing around in the river, and playing simple 
games with sticks (no Xboxes here!). Women sit along the 
roadside selling a variety of food and handmade crafts 

Some very excited 
locals we met along 
the way.

Getting our feet wet—small river 
crossing up in the mountains. AdventureMotorcycle.com 65
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as men herd water buffalo into a 
neighboring field.

We catch a ferry (essentially 
nothing but lengths of wood 
stretched between two fishing 
boats) across the Chiphat River 
before riding more dirt roads out 
to the highway. Bear in mind this 
is no super highway, the landscape 
shifts from small villages and towns 
to beautiful countryside littered with 
makeshift tractors and farm workers 
wading knee deep in the paddies. 
Time for lunch, we pick a spot near a 
waterfall—because why not? And then 
one final blast on the bikes lands us at 
the finish line, Sihanoukville. A small 
province with white sandy beaches, 
crystal clear blue ocean, and tropical 
islands floating nearby. Hitting the beach 
at sunset, there are cold beers all around 
as we celebrate a truly magnificent experi-
ence—one I’ll never forget. 

Laura O’Brien has been writing 
since leaving Sheffield Hallam 
University in 2010 where she  
studied English Literature. She  
moved to Cambodia to teach in  
2014 where she fell in love with  
dirt biking and bought her first  

XR250. Since then she has traveled around India and 
become a personal trainer. She is planning a ride in 
Argentina next year. Laura lives with her husband in 
Nottingham, England.

Leaving Chiphat eco- 
village, Khmer-style.

Navigating the old 
smugglers trail .
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